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CHERNELYTSYA – RESIDENCY OF TSENSKY FAMILY  

IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 

 
The article highlights the history of the Pokuttya town Chernelytsya in the first half of the 19

th
 century, 

during the time of the Tsensky family tenure. The author concludes that the change of Chernelytsya to ownership 

of Tsensky took place between 1798 and April 1804. The saved family documents of Tsensky allow assuming that 

this family owned by the town to 1848–1850 years. 
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Modern Chernelytsya – is a town in Ifano-Frankivsk Oblast, located in Pokuttya, not 

far from the right bank of the river Dniester. First written records about Chernelytsya date 

back to 1440 [15, s.78 (№2252)]. During the next centuries it belonged to Yazlovecki, 

Stanislavski, Chartoryiski, Didushycki, Potocki, Tsensky, Ratsiborskі and Petrovychy. One of 

the most interesting historical periods of this place is related to Tsensky family, members of 

which were the owners of Chernelytsya for half a century. 

In historical literature, history of Chernelytsya during the period of its ownership by 

Tsensky family, unfortunately, can only be characterised by a few sentences. Some 

researchers note that only at the beginning of the nineteenth century, Tsensky owned part of 

Chernelytsya including the castle. After the death of Maurice Tsensky in 1817, the family 

moved to Vikna and its residency in Chernelytsya castle became completely desolated [16, 

c.104; 17, c.164–165; 21, c.50; 23, s.13]. The only historian, who dedicated more attention to 

their stay in Chernelytsya was a Polish researcher R. Aftanaciy [22, s.141]. However, even he 

has not gone beyond a short description. 

Nonetheless, the stay of Tsensky family in Chernelytsya is well documented in various 

archives, which even till now have been left unattended by researchers. In this regard, the 

purpose of this article is to restore the history of this town in Pokuttya during the times of its 

belonging to Tsensky family in the first half of the nineteenth century. 

The beginning of Tsensky stay in Chernelytsya is poorly documented in archives. 

However, beyond any doubt, their appearance in this part of Pokuttya can be traced back to no 

earlier than 1782. On the one hand, the famous will of Voizech Tsensky (who died in 1782), 

which lists the possessions of his family and where nothing is mentioned about Chernelytsya. 

[12, s.105–106]. On the other hand, archival documents show that in 1780-1781, 

Chernelytsya was divided into five areas with different owners. In particular, the biggest part 

belonged to Petro Potocki. The castle and surrounding to it areas belonged to Kryshtof 

Ryl'ski, podczaszy Gostynski [3, aрк.83 і наст.]. With this in mind, one can assume that 

Tsensky family appeared in Chernelytsya no earlier than the second half of 1780s or even in 

the first few years of the nineteenth century. Their appearance in the town of Chernelytsya 

can be associated with Voizech's son - Maurice Tsensky. 

Maurice Joseph Tsensky (Maurycy Józef Cieński) was born in 1749 and was the son 

of Voizech Tsensky and Francisca Gołuchowski. His godfather was Hetman Vaclav Revutski, 

who assisted Maurice's fast advance in the military. By the age of seven, Maurice was 

awarded the military rank of chorąży. Tsensky received a good education at home, where his 

teacher and tutor was a poet Franciszek Karpiński. At the age of sixteen Maurice left his 

family home. This occurrence was described by F. Karpiński in his poem "Farewell of a 

young knight" (“Pożegnanie młodego rycerza”). Maurice began his military career at the 

residency of his godfather in Pidhirtsi. In 1768, he took an active role in suppressing the 

haidamak movement in Ukraine. Later he was promoted to the rank of colonel of the crown 
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forces. In  the 80s of eighteenth century Maurice left the military service and returned back to 

his family residence, which at the times was managed by his mother Francisca [7; 12, s.99–

100]. According to a family "Chronicle", the main centre of Tsensky's life was Chernelytsya 

[7]. However, this source does not inform about the circumstances under which the town was 

transferred to Tsensky family. Unfortunately, Maurice's prenuptial agreement, which dates 

back to 1787, also does not say anything about Tsensky ownership of Chernelytsya at the 

times. [10, ark.15–17]. Virtually the first document, which confirms their possession of this 

town in Pokuttya is a will of Maurice's mother Francisca written on 13th March 1800 in 

Vikna. There were two records on the sides of the document. The first one, written by 

Maurice, noted that Francisca died on April 29, 1804 and is buried in the parish church of St. 

Anthony of Padua in Chernelytsya. The second entry, dated 2 May 1804, talks about the 

implementation of Francisca's will by Maurice and all points of her covenant [6]. As follows 

from the content of the records, they were both made in Chernelytsya, which suggests that in 

the first years of the nineteenth century Tsensky already resided in this area.  

It is extremely difficult to establish a concrete date of Chernelytya's succession to 

Tsensky family. The family tradition has kept a legendary story according to which the town 

belonged to Tsensky even during the times of Maurice's life, who at the end of the 

seventeenth century went together with a polish detachment to Iași to help a Moldavian ruler. 

Later he was to be appointed as a commander of local garrison and at the beginning of the 

seventeenth century he had to marry a daughter of the Moldavian ruler Mogyla Teofil. Her 

dowry was to be a large portion of land between Dniester and Moldova with the castle in 

Chernelytsya. According to the family tales, from that time onwards, Chernelytsya had to 

serve as the main residency of Tsensky family for seven generations [7; 13, s.159–160]. 

Beyond any doubts, the story mentioned is just a family legend. It is well known, that 

before 1641, Chernelytsya belonged to Yazlovezky [20, c.150–152; 24, s.43] after which 

through tenancy by Churyliv and Stanislavskych it was transferred to Michal Chartoryisky [4, 

s.157; 20, c.152–153]. In 1690-1692 it belonged to Didushytskych [9, s.108] and from 1692 

and at least until 1782 it was the property of Potocki [9, s.109; 5, документ 1714 р.; 1, 

арк.852 і зв.; 3]. Concerning the most real date of Tsensky appearance in Chernelytsya, it 

seems quite realistic that it happened no earlier than in 1798. An inventory review of the 

castle and Chernelytsya key from 1798 signifies that both the castle and the bigger part of the 

town belonged to Viktoria Pidbelska [2, арк.1; 19, с.23–24]. On the contrary, the document 

does not mention anything about Tsensky family. Moreover, the already mentioned will of 

Francisca Tsensky, which was written in Vikna, allows one to conclude that in March 1800, 

Tsensky still resided in that area 30 km (17 km via a straight line) away from Chernelytsya. 

On this note, one can assume that Maurice Tsensky got the castle and the land in 

Chernelytsya no earlier than in 1798. It seems reliable to say that he got it after March 1800 

but most likely before April 1804. 

According to Maurice's marriage agreement, 38 years old lieutenant got married on 29 

September 1787 [14, ark.15]. His chosen one was a locally famous beauty Teofilia 

Bachminska from Kopachynec. According to the family tales, her beauty was admired even 

by Joseph II, whom Teofilia, among other ladies, greeted at the times of his visit to 

Chernivtsi. No one knows how Maurice and Teofilia first met each other, but the family 

tradition of Tsensky says that he was trying to marry her for seven years [7]. After all, his 

persistent efforts did not go in vain and Teofilia agreed to become Maurice's wife. As was 

already mentioned above, the marriage took place on 29 September 1787 in Kopachynec. 

Young wife's dowry was to be 10 thousand zloty. Two children were born in this marriage: 

son Udarlyk Mykola (born 1790) and daughter Modesta (born after 1791) [7]. 

After transferring Tsensky residence to Chernelytsya, the first thing Maurice did was 

to rebuild the castle, which as of year 1798 was in a very poor condition. Research by Lev 

Kviatkovsky of the castle palace shows that the main changes were first of all done to the 
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residential buildings. The remains of the columns at the main entry to the palace were 

dismantled, above the entrance appeared a new triangular pediment. Instead of a damaged hip 

roof, the palace was now covered with a gambrel to support which, side walls were built. 

Everything indicates that the residence in the courtyard of the castle was fully rebuilt and its 

parts which were not suitable for living, dismantled [18]. The traces of restructuring can be 

seen on the saved photos of the castle palace from year 1880 by a Kolomyian photographer 

Yulish Dutkevych [8, sygn. F.12719/IV; F.12720/IV]. It seems that some contribution in the 

castle's restoration could also be made by Teofilia from Bachminsk, because Maurice in his 

will mentioned that the castle was to be given to her (and not to his son) [10, s.25–26]. 

Perhaps, this was due to a joint investment of the couple in the restoration of the castle. As is 

known from the marriage agreement, Teofilia gave Maurice 10 thousand zloty. It is possible, 

that these funds were used to reconstruct the castle residence. 

In the times of Maurice and Teofilia, the castle in Chernelytsya not only became the 

main residence of the family and was partly reconstructed, but also became a place where the 

family kept numerous monuments, works of art, paintings, libraries and archives. There were 

various printed books, illustrations, drawings, maps, family documents from seventeenth 

century onwards and also several thousands of printed publications [22, s.141]. 

Maurice and Teofilia Tsensky lived in the castle together until 1817. Before that time, 

their children have already left their family home. Their daughter Modesta married Antony 

Vybransky and moved to the outskirts of Sandomyra. Udal'ryk Mykolai approximately in 

1811 (no later than 1813) was sent by his father to another family residence. He was off to 

Vikna, where he had to feed horses and bulls. In 1816 Udal'ryk married Yulia Derzhakovsky 

the daughter of Stanislav (born 20 February 1798). His letters to Yulia were full of warm 

feelings for her, written at the times of his stay in Chernelytsya. They indicate that Tsensky 

himself choose his spouse and not his parents [11, ark.77–79]. Yulia's dowry to Udal'ryk was  

Pidgaychyky near Kolomyia [7; 13, s.119]. After this, the young Tsensky decided to 

permanently reside in Vikna. 

Maurice Tsensky died in 1817. According to the family "Chronicle", during the stay in 

Vikna, commander caught typhus, which resulted in his death. He was buried on a cemetery  

near the parish church in Chernelytsya [7]. In historical research, since the times of Aleksandr 

Cholovsky [23, s.13], Maurice's death is traditionally associated with a thesis about complete 

desolation of Chernelytsya castle and a beginning of deterioration of the fortress [21, c.50; 16, 

c.104; 17, c.164–165]. However, such statement is not supported by sources. Moreover, the 

remaining documents portray a situation of a completely different view. As is noted in 

Maurice's will, which was written in 1811 and several times approved (the last time being in 

1816) the main part of the Tsensky residence in Chernelytsya, was to belong to his wife 

Teofilia, who was to become the owner of the town and the castle until the remainder of her 

life. Only after her death, Chernelytsya was to be transferred to her son Udal'ryk. The latter, 

on his part, received Vikna as part of Maurice's will and his sister Modesta was given a 

monetary reward [10, s.25–26]. 

To the contrary of the commonly shared opinion in historical literature, Teofilia did 

not leave Chernelytsya and the castle, after her husband passed away. Her private 

correspondence shows that she lived in the castle up until her death in 1835. Teofilia's letters 

also give a brief information about everyday life in the castle, poor conditions of the separate 

buildings, about periodic hardships especially towards the end of winter, shortages of feed for 

horses and cattle. They also show that from the end of 1820s and up until the beginning of 

1830s when Teofilia was still living in the castle, her grandson and granddaughter from Vikna 

- children of Udal'ryk and Yulia, came to see her regularly. The same correspondence shows 

that Teofilia Tsensky was actively developing a business of vodka production in 

Chernelytsya. She also had gorzelnia situated between the castle and the river Dniester, on the 

bank of a small stream Dolzhok [11, ark.29–52, 333–382]. 
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The situation changed after Teofilia's death in 1835. Chernelytsya, according to the 

will of Maurice, was transferred to his son Udal'ryk Mykolai. Even though the town was the 

most important possession of the Tsensky family, Udal'ryk decided not to come to 

Chernelytsya and to remain in Vikna. The reason for such decision was that Chernelytsya 

residency was only an old defensive bastion-like castle, which in comparison to the new 

residency in Vikna was poorly suited for comfortable living. Udal'ryk transferred all family 

possessions, the works of art and the most expensive furniture from Chernelytsya to his 

residence in Vikna. The same fate also befell the archives and the libraries which were kept in 

the castle [13, s.120; 22, s.141–142]. From that time onwards, it is most likely that the castle 

was used for household purposes only. 

Most realistically, Udal'ryk Tsensky did not sell his possessions in Chernelytsya 

straight away after his mother's death and the castle belonged to him at least until 1848. That 

year is the last mention of Chernelytsya belonging to Tsensky family. It was connected with 

the marriage of the eldest son Udal'ryk Lubimyr with Magdalena Yordanivna from Zaklichyn. 

The young couple decided to live in Vikna and as a result Udal'ryk decided to move to 

Chernelytsya. However, his son and his daughter-in-law persuaded him to stay in Vikna [13, 

s.122–123]. It seems that after that Udal'ryk sold his part of Chernelytsya. In any case, in the 

list of Tsensky holdings, created in 1850, neither the town, nor Chernelytsya castle is 

mentioned [13, s.235–236]. 
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